
Make your own reusable masks 
at home 



Materials and templates 



Hello all! 
I thought it would be a good idea to create a simple guide to help you make your 

own masks at home! 
If you have been at home like me you have probably watched many videos on 

how to make masks – some are straight forward and some are needlessly 
complicated: hopefully you will find this easy to follow J

1 – if you are buying fat quarters you will need to trim them into squares first: 
16cm squares to make extra large masks for rounder faces or bearded men 
15cm squares to make a men’s or large masks 
14cm squares to make women’s or medium masks

13cm squares to make kids or small masks 

Step 1: each mask will need 4 squares and you can choose 2 patterns per side: 
Place 2 squares of your choosing with the patterns facing 
Step 2: use your cake wedge template to mark the outline of your mask 
Step 3: use a pencil or a pen that has a similar colour to your pattern 

step 1 

step 2  

step 3



Sew the arch alongside the marking and trim 
the excess cloth 

Repeat these steps for your other squares of 
a different pattern

Once trimmed place the 2 wedges one inside 
the other with the front of the masks facing 
and the backs facing outwards - you are 
sewing inside out. 

You will see why on the next page  

Step 4 

Step 5

Step 6



Now sew the sides of the masks where the 2 
sides of the masks meet.

Follow your pen/pencil markings and leave a 
4cm space unsewn (shown in step 7). 

Once you have sewn all 4 sides you will have 
a fully sewn mask (inside out) with the 
corners left unsewn

You can now pull the material through the 
unsewn gaps to turn the mask the right way 
around.

Tuck in the tips of your corners and now you 
can sew in your elastic.

Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9

Step 10 



Cut the elastic bands to a suitable and comfortable length based on the size of the 
mask and your head! 

15 to 20cm per side 

Secure the elastic band and try the mask on as it needs to be tight but not so 
much that it hurts your ears 

Once you are happy with the length, sew it inside the corners with transparent 
thread or cotton thread of your choosing and then you are FINISHED!  You have 

your own home-made washable face mask!!!



Thank you for your time! 
I bought all the materials from Ebay: 

there is a world of choice and the pictures on the second slide is what I 
have bought myself. The lovely people on the first slide are my willing 

victims wearing the masks I made for them. 

* It is fun to do

*Cheap to make yourself, 
the average homemade mask cost less than £1 to make 

*You are not adding more waste to landfill
by wearing a disposable mask that ends up in the bin 

after a couple of hours 


